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Easter 2021
Discount Newsletter
Are you a Happy Bunny?
We're still in lockdown, self-isolation & keeping our distance, hoping we can start
getting back to normal in the near future. We all hope you are coping well, both
physically & mentally.
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Feature Article: Glass v Plastic
Which is better for our planet?
We get many passionate emails from clients who have a bias towards one type of
bottle material. After many years of only supplying glass, we introduced plastic
because it does have merits. Thank you to "Digger" for his enquiry.
Although we cover this in our FAQs, we
still get passionate responses from
those who demonise plastic.
We know from experience that glass is
better for long-term storage, but is the
extra cost worth it for the many high
consumption users?
Although we recycle, we hear horror
stories of plastic ending up in our
oceans. Conversely, glass doesn't
biodegrade, lasting over a million years
in landfills. So what's the answer?
See Article

Join the conversation on
A real Easter Bunny called "Jumbo"!

Thanks to our customer Soozi for the lovely pics of "Jumbo who is a Flemish giant.

"I am staying at a place where there is a poorly rabbit with Myxomatosis! He was
vaccinated for this but still caught it. He is a fighter, he has had it for a few weeks
now but they can no longer give him antibiotics as he has had enough of it.
Just felt we needed to give him a chance by trying the silver as he clearly wants to
live. He is eating well at the moment which is also good but his eyes are bad and
around his nose. We can only hope this helps him recover as there is little else
anyone can do."
The latest update was "He is doing much better, both eyes are open now and the
lumps around them gone right down, he can see where he is going again now
although a bit sore still where he has rubbed them. His breathing is also a lot better,
if he gets that sorted he should be OK. He is eating really well and moving around
his enclosure in and out of his indoor space which is up a ramp!
Obviously, I cannot put it all down to the silver as he was treated from the start with
antibiotics but the last 3 weeks or so has had none. I do believe the silver has
helped a lot in aiding his full recovery. He is a little fighter that's for sure and with
everything crossed and continuation of silver it looks like he might be OK."
I love animal stories! After having a smallholding for many wonderful years, I
realised how little difference there is between us & how much we need each other.

If you have any stories you'd like to share, please let us know!

Your Exclusive 10% Discounts
The buttons below INCLUDE this coupon & will deduct 10% off the selected
products automatically. You can still use the coupon manually using the code
below:-

EA213VJT
Expires 01/05/2021
Anything in our Shop that's not "on offer" can be used with this discount coupon but
here are a few of the favourites below:

500ml Amber PLASTIC Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l

ONE 500ml bottle

10% off £17.06
Buy now

TWO 500ml bottles

10% off £34.12
Buy now

500ml Amber GLASS Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
ONE 500ml bottle

10% off £20.66
Buy now

TWO 500ml bottles

10% off £41.32
Buy now

1000ml Amber Plastic Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l

ONE 1000ml bottle

10% off £29.66
Buy now

TWO 1000ml bottles

10% off £59.32
Buy now

12 x 500ml Amber Plastic Colloidal Silver 14,000ug/l
10% off Twelve bottles

Save £14.99
Now £134.96
Buy now

The 10% discount code applies to full priced items. Items that
are "On Offer" are discounted by more than 10% & the discount
wont work.

All year Offers!
4-Pack Specials with 25% discount

Our popular 4 for 3 bottle
packs are always available
on our website!
Buy now

Natural Carbon Capture

I keep mentioning this but trees are the lungs of the planet
and we need more...as a company we are proud to have a
lifetime membership with the Woodland Trust.
Please support them

Neil's Blog!
It won't be long until I'll be out doing deliveries on my
old Harley again! Evenings are drawing out & we even
have some therapeutic sunshine now & then. If you
live in the South West, you may get a personal visit,
especially when the weather is nice!
Max and I recently moved house to the West side of
Taunton, just before Christmas so we're out
discovering the walks in our new area.

We all share this beautiful planet so we need to take care of it & ensure we pass it
on in better shape than we found it. Happy Easter and roll on Spring!

New retail client - The Raw Empawrium

Pontefract's first raw food stockiest,
supply a huge variety of brands in raw
feeds & natural treats also providing
only the best supplements that we
think actually work for our pets.
Address: 30 Ropergate, Pontefract
WF8 1LY
Tel: 07469 899947
More Information

Silver in the News
Silver-Based Antibacterial, Antiviral Flight Crew
Uniforms Introduced

Keyvan Aviation of Istanbul, a corporate jet management company, has reportedly
produced the world’s first airline antibacterial and antiviral crew uniform. The
uniforms are made from 97% cotton and are imbedded with silver ions. The fabric
maintains its antimicrobial properties even after washing.

Tiny Silver Fibers in Masks Can Check for Breathing
Problems, Sense Proper Mask Positioning and Fit

With many people wearing face coverings because of the COVID-19 pandemic,
what if a doctor could be alerted to danger signals such as shortness of breath sent
directly from a face mask through a smartphone or home Wi-Fi?
Scientists at the University of Cambridge are helping to make this diagnostic device
possible by producing fibre sensors, made from silver and semiconducting material
so microscopically thin and sensitive to smell, odour, moisture and touch that they
can be embedded into face masks.
“Our fibre sensors are lightweight, cheap, small and easy to use, so they could
potentially be turned into home-test devices to allow the general public to perform
self-administered tests to get information about their environments,” said Yan Yan
Shery Huang from Cambridge’s Department of Engineering, who led the research, in
a prepared statement.
(c) SIiver News 2020

Silver Nanoparticles from Shrub Help Produce EcoFriendly Pesticide

Scientists at the Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Yunnan Province, China
(XTBG) have synthesized silver nanoparticles using the leaf extract of a traditional
medicinal shrub which has been shown to be effective against termites and other
pests by attacking the insects’ digestive systems. The leaves are added to a solution
of nitrate and silver nanoparticles are extracted through a process known as
biosynthesis.
The paper noted: “Altogether, our preliminary study suggests promising potentials
of PsAgNPs (plant-based silver nanoparticles) for pest management
in forestry and agriculture sectors to prevent damages to living trees, wood, crops,
etc. As sustainable pest management practices demand low risk to the environment

as well as biodiversity, we recommend that more extensive studies
should be performed to elucidate the environmental compatibility of PsAgNPs.”
View Paper here

We will be listing all retailers, practitioners and commercial clients that can offer you
help & advice for all aspects of the use of our products. If you would like to be
included in our directory, use the contact page button & we'll make arrangements
to have your free listing added.
Contact Us!
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Silver uses a surprising trick to stop the spread of bacteria
Source: Silver News
Silver uses a surprising trick to stop the spread of bacteria
Read more at New Scientist
Swansea University uses Silver cluster technology to remove toxic chemicals from
water Read more
Powerful colloidal silver nanoparticles for the prevention of gastrointestinal bacterial
infections. Read more
The bactericidal effect of silver nanoparticles. Read more
Silver in medicine – past, present and future Read more
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